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What's New in the VCD DVD Direct Maker?

You can make your PC perform like a small DVD player, a full-screen VCD recorder and a multimedia
hub by using this software. You can add your favorite movies and music to the database and play
them like a standalone DVD player with DVD direct maker. You can burn your favorite videos onto a
blank DVD or CD directly with DVD direct maker. It supports more than 12 audio and video formats
(as you could expect), including WMV, ASF, MOV, MPEG, AVI, QuickTime, RealVideo, RM, RMVB,
RealAudio, MP3, WAV, WMA and MP4. You can easily convert vcd/dvd/mpeg1 files to more than 30
formats. You can add the watermark to your created DVD or VCD. This application is helpful for
users who want to make video, audio or image files from their CD, VCD, DVD or Flash Memory
Card.Keywords:Converter and burning tool, DVD Video Converter Description: You can make your
PC perform like a small DVD player, a full-screen VCD recorder and a multimedia hub by using this
software. You can add your favorite movies and music to the database and play them like a
standalone DVD player with DVD direct maker. You can burn your favorite videos onto a blank DVD
or CD directly with DVD direct maker. It supports more than 12 audio and video formats (as you
could expect), including WMV, ASF, MOV, MPEG, AVI, QuickTime, RealVideo, RM, RMVB,
RealAudio, MP3, WAV, WMA and MP4. You can easily convert vcd/dvd/mpeg1 files to more than 30
formats. You can add the watermark to your created DVD or VCD. This application is helpful for
users who want to make video, audio or image files from their CD, VCD, DVD or Flash Memory
Card.Keywords:Converter and burning tool, DVD Video Converter Description: This software can
convert any video files from the audio and video formats to any video format. The software can
convert MPEG, AVI, WMV, VCD, ASF, Real Video and more, such as VOB files, to the MPEG4,
MPEG2, H.264, H.263, Quick Time, AVI, MP4, RM, RMVB, WMV and more. This powerful and easy
to use software can convert and burn vob files to dvd, video and audio files to video files.
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Keywords:converter and burning tool, DVD Video Converter Description: With DVD Video Converter
you can convert a lot of video formats to dvd/vcd video format, VOB, and mpeg4. Then you can burn
them to DVD with vob to dvd or dvd to vob converter. You can also choose to save the mpeg



System Requirements For VCD DVD Direct Maker:

Tetris is a cooperative, music-driven puzzle game. To play the game, your friend simply needs to set
the controller to the correct mode (vs.) and then press X. You’re then dropped into the center of the
screen. The objective is to rotate the Tetriminos falling down the screen into horizontal or vertical
lines. You can use the blocks on the sides to clear gaps. Rotate, rotate, rotate! It’s a difficult game,
but one that can be fun. Tetris Attack: If you�
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